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Installation Instructions
8892003 - CAB MARKER
STROBE REPLACEMENT KIT
FOR 2017-2019 FORD SUPER DUTY

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:
For safety, disconnect power from the vehicles battery before proceeding.
1. Unscrew the two front sun visors and remove the sun visor support clips.
2. Unscrew the two front A pillar covers and remove. Pull down the top of the
rubber door seal to reveal the edge of the headliner.
3. Pull down the front edge of the headliner inside the vehicle.
4. Unscrew the factory roof lights from the outside of the vehicle and remove the
factory lights.
5. Install the LED flasher under the dash. Run the output wire harness up the A
pillar.
6. Run each of the output wires through each hole on the roof, connecting each
wire to each light.
7. Plug in each light to the factory plugs, install the lights, and tighten down.
8. Run the R/L wire harness up the A pillar.
9. Cut the factory power wire feeding the roof lights before the first light. DO NOT
CUT THE GROUND WIRE!
10. Connect R/L in to the side of the cut wire going down the A pillar.
11. Connect R/L out to the cut wire leading up to the lights.
12. Connect the black wire to a vehicle ground. Connect the red wire from the
wire harness to a 12-volt fused switch or factory switch if equipped.
13. Connect the yellow wire to included momentary switch. Yellow wire does not
need to be connected, during installation turn warning mode on and touch the
yellow wire quickly to 12-volts to advance to the next flash pattern.
14. Once a flash pattern has been chosen, tape the end of the yellow wire to
avoid accidental contact with power.
15. Replace truck interior pieces in reverse order of removal.
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LED SPECIFICATION
Input Power
Operating Voltage
Lumens
IP Rate
LED Chip Model
LED Quantity
Color
Main Material
Operating Life
Operating Temperature

2W/10W
DC 12-14V
800lm per piece
IP68
5730 chips
21 LEDs per light, 105 LEDs per set
Amber
PC +UV
> 30000 hrs
-40°F ~ +185°F

FLASHER SPECIFICATION
Input Power
Operating Voltage
IP Rate
Main Material
Operating Life
Operating Temperature

90W
DC 12-14V
IP68
Aluminum 6063
> 30000 hrs
-40°F ~ +185°F

AFTER SALE SERVICE
Purchase Date
Year:
Month:
Date:
Warranty period
2 Years
Please paste the store’s stamp and guarantee barcode here, Please
Purchase Store
notice the purchase date should be confirmed when you buy the product

WARRANTY

Buyers Products Company warranties all LED Strobe and LED Work Light products to the original owner
against defects in workmanship and material for a period of two (2) years from the date of purchase unless
otherwise specified. Buyers Products must review each warranty claim and reserves the right to offer a
refund for the original sale price of the product or replace the defective light. The two (2) year warranty
is non transferable, applies to the original owner, and is subject to the following terms and conditions.
The warranty will be void in cases of misuse, severe abuse, and failure to properly install
the LED Light. Breakage of the lens or housing, corrosion at the plug, wire wicking, voltage spikes, and
product failure caused by road chemicals and acid type washes are not warrantable claims.
This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other legal rights that vary from state to state.
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